The process of extracting the Moon from the E arth through some mechanism of rotational instability, and one th a t can also set it into orbital motion round the Earth, has nowadays come to be widely recognized as almost certainly dynamically impossible. Accordingly ideas have turned towards the notion th a t the Moon originated as a separate planet and was later captured by the Earth. I t is reasonable to conjecture beforehand th a t this could happen in a three-body system consisting of the Sun, Earth, and Moon, but nevertheless it is of interest and importance to establish th a t such a capture is possible within the laws of dynamics, and moreover we should like to have some numerical indications of the initial dimensions th at the lunar orbit would have on the basis of such an origin.
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Dissipative action may well be operative upon the planetary orbits to a minute extent, and there may have been eras in the history of the solar system when such dissipation was greater than average, but it seems certain th a t the main geometrical features of the process of capture of a satellite must in the final stages be governed purely by dynamical forces arising only from the mutual attractions of the bodies. Thus the first stage towards demonstrating the possibility of capture will be to study motions under purely conservative dynamical forces. Considerations of a phase-space or ergodic nature suggest th a t if the moon were captured in such a way it would eventually escape again, but we cannot on such a basis form any notion of the period of time for which the body might remain a satellite before escaping again. Actual numerical instances are needed to determine this.
If we imagine the Moon to be moving in a planetary orbit coplanar with and adjacent to th a t of the Earth, there are yet four parameters associated with its motion, and the difficulty of adjusting these to secure th a t a capture eventually occurs would obviously be very great if not impossible. We can however get round this obstacle in the following simple way: Suppose th a t at the instant = 0 the Earth, E, is a t perihelion in its elliptic orbit round the sun, S, and th at a moon M , is collinear with S E directly opposite to the sun, so th a t S E M is a straight line. Also suppose th a t M is projected at right angles to S E M in the same sense as the motion of E round S and with just such a speed th a t would put it into a circular orbit round the E arth in the absence of solar disturbance. W ith the present lunar distance for EM , it is probable th at escape would never occur (with any moderate value of e! the solar eccentricity) under purely dynamical forces. But if M is started a t some sufficiently greater distance it is to be expected th at sooner or later, as this initial distance is increased in successive trials, the moon will circuit the Earth for a limited period of time and then escape to become a free planet. This expectation is borne out by detailed machine calculations.
This procedure has the advantage and essential feature th a t the motion so arrived a t is accurately reversible about t 0, sin of the Moon and E arth would give a motion th a t is an exact mirror image of the first in the major axis of the Sun-Earth orbit. Thus if the time to escape, which can be regarded as the time it takes for the osculating eccentricity e of the lunar orbit to increase from zero to unity, is T years, then the whole motion can be regarded as a capture at time t = -T, followed by a number of circuits of the Ea escape a t t = + T . This of course necessarily restricts us to a very small class of a Ri. A. L yttleton (Discussion Meeting)
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initial lu n ar distance (10 3 a.u.) F igure 1. Lower lim its of lu n ar distance for escape for different values of th e solar eccentricity. possible such orbits, but our principal aim at present is to demonstrate the possi bility of capture. On the other hand, we get double value from the machine calcula tions, which is in practice an im portant consideration as a great deal of machine time is required to make certain th a t the quantities emerging from the integrations remain meaningful in terms of the orbits.
A number of cases were investigated corresponding to different values of the solar eccentricity e'. I t seemed beforehand th a t larger values of e' (than the present 1/60) would be more conducive to bringing about escape, and indeed it turns out th at this is so in the sense th a t for stability the lunar orbit must be smaller the greater e' becomes, but even if e' were zero escape can still occur. I t is found th a t the time of escape T is extremely sensitive to the initial distance E M , and for each value of e' there exists a critical value of this initial distance such th a t for minutely smaller values escape never occurs while for minutely larger values it occurs in a short time of the order of a few years.
The results can conveniently be exhibited by means of a diagram. Figure 1 shows the time to escape, T, in years plotted (logarithmically) against the initial distance of the Moon (measured in 10-3 a.u. as unit) for values of the solar eccen tricity e' of 0*2, 0-1, 0-5, 0-01675 (the present value), and 0. In each case the position of the crucial distance is indicated by the almost vertical parts of the plots (ended by heavy arrows). The steepness of these parts of the curves would be even greater than they appear if an ordinary linear scale (instead of logarithmic) were adopted.
Dynamical capture of the Moon by the Earth
To take a specific case: For e' = 0-2, E M (initially) = 4-0 x 10_3a.u., the value of T is about 60 years, and in the whole interval 2 of 120 years the moon makes several hundred revolutions round the earth. Similar results hold for other smaller values of e', as seen from figure 1. The feature th at is common to each case is the existence of this extremely steep ' cliff' separating escape from non-escape. As e! diminishes, the critical initial distance increases, with lim itin g value when e' = 0 of about 4-93 x 10~3a.u. In terms of the present mean lunar distance, the values of the initial distance for the cases considered range from about 1*56 to 1*90.
The above results refer to such calculations as have been undertaken to date on this problem. I t is plain that the initial lunar distances likely to be involved are much in excess of the present value from the point of view of subsequent cosmogonical changes. Accordingly it is proposed in future work to study how stability 288 R. A. Lyttleton (Discussion Meeting) F igtjre 3. L unar escape orbit relative to th e Sun. Solar eccentricity, e' = 0-2; initial lunar distance, a = 4*05 x 10-8 a.u. (present radius, 2-57 x 10-8 a.u.); final eccentricity around Sun o f free Moon = 0-205; tim e to escape (e > 1) = 7-22 years.
of the orbit may be influenced by increase in the eccentricity without important change in the angular momentum. However, it may already be conjectured that if the Moon originated by capture then lunar distances much greater than present values may well have occurred in the past. The results shown in figure 1 make clear that two effects would be capable of changing an unstable orbit (with the Moon destined for escape) into a stable one.
First, if the solar eccentricity e! were to decrease slightly, then the corresponding 'cliff' moves to the right in the diagram, and the Moon could become trapped for good. Secondly, if the mean distance of the Moon were reduced during the period it was captured, its representative point in the diagram could move to the left with the same result. Clearly a combination of these would have the same effect.
For the second of the two, we have to seek some cause capable of reducing the lunar distance. Hitherto, efforts have been directed to securing the opposite result, and in tidal friction a cause has been found th a t may be capable of substantially increasing the distance, especially when this is smaller than a t present. But if the moon were a t some 50 % greater distance, tidal friction would fall to an almost negligible amount (since its couple decreases practically as r~6'5). A possible cause of such a decrease is to be found in the effect of meteoritic bom bardment of the Moon, and also of the Earth. But mass for mass, material falling on the moon appears to be far more effective in changing the lunar distance than th at falling on the Earth. I t may readily be shown th at meteoritic material in orbital motion round the sun has negligible angular momentum in so far as the range of action on it by the Earth-Moon system is concerned. (This may be seen by consider ing its vorticity when it is regarded as moving as a fluid in Keplerian motion.) Accordingly the total angular momentum, would remain con stant (for the average of a large number of impacts), and therefore
If the sweeping power of the two bodies depends principally on cross-sectional area, the quantity 8E/E is likely to be less than SMjM, and possib 8E/E = ±8MjM approximately. Thus (1) would be approximately
and the much greater importance of the second term on the right becomes plain.
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F igure 5. L u n ar escape o rb it relative to th e E a rth (scale increased tenfold).
Where the Moon is concerned, with its much smaller escape speed of only 2*38 km/s (compared with ll-2km /s for the Earth) and complete lack of atmosphere, it may well be th a t meteoritic bombardment has the ultimate effect of decreasing its mass, since more material may be ejected into space by an explosion than comes in to produce it, so th a t on average dM /dt is negative. B ut the im portant point arises here th at this does not mean th a t the 8M to be inserted in (1) or (2) is negative. For, suppose 8m1 to be the incoming meteorite mass, and 8m2 (possibly > to be the outgoing mass. Then it has to be remembered th a t 8mx comes in with negligible angular momentum (on average for many impacts) to be absorbed by the Moon, however temporarily, thereby reducing the angular momentum per unit mass of the moon from h, say, to h -Sh.Then a moment later 8m% is ejecte with it the existing angular momentum per unit mass, namely h -Sh. This therefore leaves the angular momentum per unit mass unaltered, and hence also the distance (for small eccentricity of orbit). Thus in effect it is only the incoming mass 8mx th a t is to be included in (1) and (2) in the term , and not the difference 8m1 -8m 2.
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Examining the point a little more closely, there are very slight extra changes th at arise from the change in the strength of the central force between the Earth and Moon consequent upon the change in total mass. If we consider only material falling on the Moon, the effect of 8mx coming in is, by (1),
W +W ( 3 ) and in this the second term is negligible compared with the first because of the occurrence of E in its denominator. On the other hand, for 8m2 leaving with the instantaneous momentum per unit mass of the Moon, the resulting change may readily be shown to be given by
The process therefore involves a slight increase in distance, unless indeed 8m2 were so vastly greater than 8m1 as to offset the occurrence in (4).
In fact if 8m2 = A 8mv then the combined change is giv 8r r A+ A+1)
and the right hand side would be positive only if A > 1 + 2E/M = 163, whereas it seems unlikely th a t A can much exceed unity. Even if A = 10, the second term in (5) would only reduce the first by as little as 6 %. To reduce r by one-third clearly would require 8mx to be about one-sixth the mass of the Moon, and al material may be capable of being used over and over again it remains an open question the extent to which such a value is acceptable.
It may be noted that the effect on the E arth 's orbit (round the Sun) of meteoritic material will by general interaction, in addition to direct impact, probably be to round up the orbit, th at is to reduce e', so th a t the stabilizing of the lunar orbit may not have to result entirely from direct meteoritic effects on the Moon.
Finally, it is to be remembered th at interaction of the Moon with surrounding m atter may not have been limited solely to meteorites. In the long history of the solar system there is the distinct possibility of its having passed through gas and dust clouds in the galaxy, and possibly thereby having temporarily acquired nebulae of these and perhaps extending out to planetary distances at times. We may well be in a period of quiescence in such events, but all such effects will be dissipative of the foregoing kind, and if not capable of substantially reducing the lunar angular momentum at least capable of rounding up the orbit, and this may prove to be all th at is needed anyway.
